
HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

GREEN LEVEL

#1 CHECK AND CHANGE

OBJECTIVE: For students to ride a course with an attention to detail, posting on the correct 
diagonal between each jump.

EQUIPMENT:   7 GROUND POLE “JUMPS”, SECURED WITH JUMP STANDARDS OR CONES

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

Experienced jumpers know that riding a course has little to do with the actual 
jumps and everything to do with the strides in between. This simple, versatile 
course provides Green Level students with multiple opportunities to practice riding 
balanced turns and smooth approaches, with correct posting diagonals - all skills we 
want to be solid when they start cantering and jumping real fences!

The hunter-style layout of the jumps is designed to create multiple courses, allowing 
your students to fi gure out their outside and inside during as many turns as possible. 
While the distances between fences is not crucial at the trot, we recommend setting 
lines at the canter distance of your choice. Accidental canters happen! 

 1 Ride the course with invisible jumps fi rst, allowing students to practice 
switching diagonal at the optimum place. Emphasize that the change should occur 
after fences or lines, to avoid disrupting the horse’s balance right before a jump. 

 1 Use this course when teaching Lesson #16 Invisible Course 3 Ways or #18 
Design a Course. 

 1 Further challenge your students to look for the logic in course plans by playing 
Take Your Own Line. Turn it into a timed event if you think your group can 
participate equally. 

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line. Once students are riding a consistently smooth track, shrink the 
gateways and then remove them entirely. 

 1 Replace ground poles with pole stacks, baby crossrails, or 18” crossrails.

 1 Test transitions with a straight-line halt after any of the fences on the course.
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

GREEN LEVEL

#2 ON THE GRID

OBJECTIVE: For students to develop a secure position over trot poles and the ability to ride a straight
approach, linking trot pole grids with single fences on the diagonal.

EQUIPMENT:   8-10 GROUND POLES, SECURED SO THEY CANNOT ROLL

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

Before our students start jumping real fences, we like to use trot poles to develop
a strong, secure two-point position. This course combines trot pole grids with simple
coursework, challenging students to ride careful approaches and departures.
The distances you use between the trot poles will depend entirely on the size of the
horses, ranging anywhere from 3’6” to 5’, with 4’ to 4’6” being the average. Ensure
that horses can negotiate the poles in a natural and comfortable working trot. If you
have horses and ponies in the same group lesson, you may wish to set two sets of
poles side by side for each grid.

 1 Ride the course with invisible jumps fi rst, allowing students to test drive each 
approach and departure before riding over poles. You may also wish to begin with 
a single pole at #1 and #4, adding poles to the grid after each successful trip.

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line.

 1 Replace the ground poles at #2 and #3 with pole stacks, baby crossrails, or 18” 
crossrails.

 1 Use cavaletti or raised poles to create extra suspension in the horse’s trot, 
further testing the security of the rider’s position. This is recommended for more 
advanced Green Level students who have demonstrated a consistently strong 
position and steady rhythm in the trot.

 1 Use this course when teaching Lesson #14 Trot Poles or #15 Multitasking Poles 
to test the rider’s ability to keep track of posting diagonals and/or to perform 
balance exercises in two-point position. Remember to safely knot reins before 
performing one-hand or no-hand exercises over poles!

 1 Add a straight-line halt after any of the other fences on the course.
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

GREEN LEVEL

#3 OFF THE GRID

OBJECTIVE: For students to fi nd their ideal jumping rhythm over a small grid and maintain it 
throughout a short course.

EQUIPMENT:   3 GROUND POLES, SECURED SO THEY CANNOT ROLL
  2 GROUND POLE “JUMPS”, SECURED WITH JUMP STANDARDS OR CONES
  4 STANDARDS, POLES AND JUMP CUPS TO CREATE 2 CROSSRAILS

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

This variation on #2 On the Grid helps students fi nd a rhythmic, impulsive trot, 
putting it to the test with two crossrails. This course is appropriate for students with 
strong ground pole skills, preferably with previous experience jumping a single crossrail. 
Crossrails should be set approximately 18” high, with ground lines if possible. Set the 
trot pole grid using distances appropriate for all horses in the lesson. Remember that 
the goal of the exercise is to help each student fi nd the “sweet spot” in their trot, so if 
you have a wide range of stride lengths, be prepared to make frequent adjustments!

 1 Ride the course with fences #2 through #4 set as invisible jumps fi rst, 
allowing students to test drive each approach and departure before riding over 
obstacles. 

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line.

 1 Replace the ground poles at #2 and #3 with pole stacks, baby crossrails, or 18” 
crossrails. You might make this the fi nal round of the lesson, after students have 
successfully negotiated the course with just two crossrails. 

 1 Test control with a straight-line halt after the fi nal fence. This can be useful with 
horses that land in the canter or get strong heading toward the gate. 

 1 Change the course by asking students to ride over #1, 4, 2 and 3. This track is 
benefi cial for students who struggle to maintain impulsion through turns. 

 1 Advanced Blue or Orange Level students can practice landing in the canter 
after the grid and maintaining the canter throughout the course, checking and 
changing leads as necessary. 
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

GREEN LEVEL

#4 ZIG-ZAG

OBJECTIVE: To challenge students’ ability to plan and ride a straight approach, using a course of 
consecutive rollback turns. 

EQUIPMENT:   5 GROUND POLE “JUMPS”, SECURED WITH JUMP STANDARDS OR CONES

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

The twisty turns of this course, popular with jumper riders, are a fun way for 
Green Level students to put their course riding skills to the test. Each rollback asks 
students to plan, bend, set an approach, straighten, maintain a forward trot rhythm, 
and oh yeah, remember to post on the correct diagonal! 

This course can be particularly useful for students you feel are not quite ready for 
actual jumps, but who are getting antsy over poles. We fi nd that creating ground pole 
versions of technical jumping exercises prevents boredom and helps our walk/trot 
students feel like they are really accomplishing something.

 1 Riding the course with invisible jumps fi rst can be a particularly good idea if 
you intend to focus on maintaining the correct posting diagonal between fences. 

 1 Use gateway cones initially to set students up for a successful approach and 
departure on each line. Shrink the gateways or take them away once students are 
riding consistently excellent turns. 

 1 Teach students how turns are used to win jumper classes, and practice “jumper 
style” turns along with wide approaches. Challenge students to two contests: 
who can ride the least strides around a rollback? Who can ride the most? 

 1 Replace the ground poles with pole stacks, baby crossrails, or for more advanced 
Green Level students, 18” crossrails.

 1 Use this course when teaching Lesson #19 Poles for Points. Students ride the 
course 2-3 times and receive points only for fences approached on a straight line 
and the correct diagonal.

 1 Your Purple and Teal Level students can have a lot of fun riding this at the 
canter, learning to land on leads and ride balanced rollbacks against the clock!
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HorseSense Learning LevelsJUMP COURSE

GREEN LEVEL

#5 BUILD IT UP

OBJECTIVE: For students to gain confi dence over a course of poles and small fences gradually 
increasing in diffi  culty.  

EQUIPMENT:

NOTES:

VARIATIONS:

We fi nd Build It Up courses to be a dependable format for beginner jumping 
lessons, giving students the confi dence and consistency to tackle new heights. The 
concept is simple: a full length course starts with an extremely easy jump and gradually 
increases the challenge, fi nishing with a fence just above the student’s previous 
experience and/or comfort zone.

For Green Level students, we recommend setting the fi rst two actual fences as a baby 
vertical and baby crossrail, 6” to 12” high. If your horse is tall or unambitious, you 
might go as high as 18”, but you don’t want a big leap and strong canter, especially if 
this is your student’s fi rst real line! Prepare for a possible canter landing by setting 
jump #5 at a comfortable 4-stride distance - this might be anywhere from 45’ to 60’ 
depending on the horses involved.  

 1 Use this course when teaching Lesson #20 Ready to Jump. Students begin by 
“jumping” the initial line from #1 to #2, adding the cavaletti in the second round, 
the line in the third, and jumping the whole course in the fourth. Each additional 
jump is always optional and depends on the quality and balance of the trot. 

 1 Use gateway cones to set students up for a successful approach and departure 
on each line.

 1 Horses that get strong or excited over fences may benefi t from jumping the 
course in reverse, starting with the crossrail and ending with the invisible jump. 
Make sure to set the placing pole accordingly.  

 1 This layout can be used for Blue or Orange Level students learning to ride a 
course at a canter. Use a single cavaletti at #3, or remove the middle one for 
students comfortable cantering through small bounces. 

  3 CAVALETTI OR RAISED POLES
  2 GROUND POLES
  8 JUMP STANDARDS
  6 POLES AND JUMP CUPS TO CREATE BABY VERTICAL, BABY CROSSRAIL, CROSSRAIL
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